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Production Supervisor.
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Company: Cargill

Location: Izmit

Category: other-general

Want to build a stronger, more sustainable future and cultivate your career? Join Cargill's

global team of 160,000 employees who are committed to safe, responsible and sustainable

ways to nourish the world. This position is in Cargill’s food ingredients and bio-industrial

business, where we anticipate trends around taste, nutrition and safety to innovate and

provide solutions to manufacturers, retailers and foodservice companies.

Job Purpose and Impact

Production Supervisor will provide strategic operational oversight for all production operating

facilities with moderate presence or moderate degree of complexity for Cargill's Bio-Industrial plant

in Dilovası. In this role, you will oversee and hold operating facilities accountable to

standards for safety, quality, operational effectiveness and financial performance.

Key Accountabilities

Execute routine operations of assigned area, ensuring direct reports are following policies

and procedures related to employee, food and feed safety and environmental compliance.

Monitor production outcomes, quantity, and quality to ensure customer and food safety

requirements are within specifications.

Partner with production supervisors to meet customer specifications and timeline.

Administer production budget for a department, process, or shift and executes purchase

orders and ensures timely payment of invoices
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Develop operational plans and monitors routine operations for all production processes for

multiple departments, processes and shifts.

Develop, supervise and provide coaching to direct reports including coaching company core

values and guiding principles for assigned facilities or region.

Responsible for personnel decisions related to hiring, performance and disciplinary actions for

your direct reports. You will also spend time completing the same tasks as employees on

your team.

Other duties as assigned,

#LI-DB2

Qualifications

Minimum Qualifications

Bachelor's degree in Engineering and equivalent experience

Excellent leadership and communication skills and the ability to communicate with all levels

in the plant

Excellent command of English (both written and spoken)

Minimum of 3 years of Production or Process engineering experience in production

Preferred Qualifications

One year of supervisory experience

SAP knowledge

Lean/Six Sigma approach or certification

GMP knowledge

Our Offer 

We provide a fast paced stimulating international environment, which will stretch your

abilities and channel your talents. We also offer competitive salary and benefits combined

with outstanding career development opportunities in one of the largest and most solid private

companies in the world.
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